
DCSE,Inc.

10072 N. 5H 108

Stephenville, TX 76401

To: 53 Oil Enhancement

My name is Daniel Champeau. I own DCSE,Inc. We are a small trucking company with three trucks and

three end dump trailers. I have been using 53 Oil Enhancement for a few months now with phenomenal

results. Our 2002 Kenworth W900L has 861,000 miles on it and has never been overhauled. Prior to

using 53, that truck was using oil and kept using more and more as the weeks moved on. We finally took

the truck to French Ellison Kenworth in 5an Antonio, TX on 4/7/10. The shop found that the wrong air

filters had been installed by Speedco in May of 2009. Our truck had been sucking in dust for almost a

year. They found one and a half inches of dirt in my oil pan, the turbo was pitted and the air to air had

so much dirt inside that it actually had split open. French Ellison presented me with an $18,000

estimate to rebuild the Caterpillar C15. Not having the funds to do so, we decided to flush the engine,

replace the air to air and install 53. We picked up the truck on 4/16/2010. The driver who has had this

truck since July of 2007 could not believe the way the truck drove. We put half a gallon each in the two

rear ends and the transmission. The remaining four and a half gallons went into the engine along with

Rotella 15-40 to the proper level. We have now been over 8,000 miles since picking up the truck and

have not put any additional oil in. The most impressive part is we have lost all of the vibration, rumble

and our fuel mileage went from 4.9 miles per gallon to 5.7 miles per gallon. 53 is far superior to any

other product, even Lucas. My drivers tell other drivers this story everyday along with their own

personal experiences and hopefully grow the brand. Va'lI have a customer for life.
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